
What can you say about Wirraway to best describe the experience? For a Wirraway Motorhome is truly an experience! 
The first thing that comes to mind is opulence with it’s lavish features, finishes and materials.
Functional design might better describe the brand - being a dedicated Motorhome business means that’s all we do: 
design, refine, build, and by using our customer’s feedback then repeat the process, ever defining how we can
produce an even better Motorhome - and it pays off for both the company and our customers.

We are far more demanding of our product than our customers. Through experience we know just how good an 
experience motorhoming can be. We strive to enhance the lifestyle of our customers, and we treat our customers like 
family - not just as customers. Ask any Wirraway owner how they have been treated and how the product was
presented to them - then ask owners of competitors’ products of their experience and how they in fact have been 
treated, and you will have some measure of what it really means to own a Wirraway. We treat people the way we 
would like to be treated.

Wirraway Motorhomes are in a class of their own! Quality and Design are subjective:
Wirraway’s excellent design exceed in functionality and style and has a hallmark of quality throughout, creating a 
statement not seen in other brands. Externally the aerodynamic hand finished seamless fibreglass body is presented 
in it’s signature striped finish in two-pack metallic paintwork. Everything outside is flush, smooth and sleek - not the 
normal mosaic of hatches and handles, each requiring a separate key.
Each Wirraway has been designed with older people in mind and boasts seemingly endless storage everywhere you 
look you have accessible, secure, convenient storage locker drawers on both sides and in most cases at the rear of 
the Motorhome.

Each of the storage drawers is locked using a keyless remote. Once remotely activated the drawer system looks
after itself by automatically releasing and activating the pneumatic opening mechanism that unlocks the drawer
for you - all hands free, no keys, no bending or kneeling - it’s that easy, and it’s only available in a Wirraway. 
In other words - everything is easy!

When extended, each drawer has a hinged lid keeping everything clean and dust free.
Access is not only easy - being a Wirraway, it’s ergonomic as well - no stooping and fumbling with keys, or kneeling 
to peer into a darkened hatch. You simply open the drawer at waist height and access the contents - lift out what you 
want then use the drawer lid as your work surface table.
Packing up and moving on couldn’t be any easier. Simply close your drawers and they are locked - no keys, no fuss!
Cast your eye around a Wirraway and you will notice no detail is too small to be important, be it weather seals, fittings 
or fixtures - all are installed correctly for a lifetime of use.
At Wirraway we believe that all the little things count, this is evident everywhere you look!

Each Wirraway is built on the Mercedes Sprinter CDI 516, 4 cylinder or the optional CDI 519, 6 cylinder Auto Die-
sel Cab chassis. and includes110lt long range fuel tank, climate control air conditioning, 6 speed automatic with 
Mercedes 3 Year 200,000 km Warranty. The rear bumper is a statement on it’s own - bold and brightly polished, 
boasting large running lights and real reversing lights - for you can never have enough light when reversing into new 
environments.
Access into your Wirraway Motorhome is via automatic electric step into the entry door opened by central locking 
remote. The door features integral blind and screen, offering levels of privacy, security and ventilation.

When you step inside your Wirraway this is where the experience really begins!
The interior is opulent, stylish, superbly finished and filled with natural light.
The cabinet work is sleek, warm and welcoming with solid Tasmanian Myrtle doors finished in a lustrous gloss sheen 
that softens the scene and pleases the eye. Now you are inside, you cast your eye from the dining, kitchen and
bedroom and everywhere you look your view is extended outside through large double laminated windows, with
integral shades and screens, that fully open for added ventilation.

The kitchen is the largest of any motorhome on the market. Featured to the right of the doorway is a 3 burner stove 
with matching sink with drain board - both with hinged lid splash backs. Under bench oven and range hood
complement your cooking needs. In the kitchen and elsewhere all the drawers are on ball bearing runners and, as with 
the overhead cupboards, are large, flush and self locking - no buttons or latches to press for access - just push to 
close and pull to open. These locks are yet another innovative feature unique to Wirraway, a welcome change to the 
generic style offered in other motorhomes.
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The full height slideout pantry is enormous and is situated opposite the entry doorway.
In the kitchen everything is made easy with ample bench space, light and ventilation. 
The new large Electrolux RM2553 150lt 3-way fridge with AES automatically senses your primary 
power source, looking first for 240V mains power, then LPG gas, or the battery.
You do nothing - it’s all automatic. With our EC325 Power Supply Unit you can never flatten your 
motorhome or dedicated vehicle batteries.
A large 27lt Sharp microwave is above the fridge and opposite the large fold down dining table 
positioned under a large window on the right hand side of the motorhome.

When swivelled to the rear the leather driver and passenger captain’s chairs face the matching
comfortable leather lounge and /or dining table and the wall mounted 19” LCD TV with DVD 
player connected. Winegard amplified antenna makes for great Australia wide reception.
Upgrade with auto search satellite dish system if you want the extra 100 channels.
A computer console / table with it’s own 12V/240V power is located next to the fridge and
facing the passenger captain’s chair, this is ideal when emailing or as an additional side table for 
the lounge. 

If you don’t need this feature, other options are available to utilise this handy space.
Under the window is a fixed shelf for your coffee cup or book, with a large dining table that easily 
folds down to open up the lounge area when you have guests or require the additional space.

Many motorhome interior layouts at first glance look ok, but when you try living in them they just 
aren’t practical in numerous ways. The Wirraway layout is a brilliant design - when using the
kitchen you soon realise just how practical it is. For instance, when preparing a meal the triangle 
work area of preparation bench, fridge, pantry, sink and table are ideally positioned a step
between - without intersecting the other living and bedroom areas of the vehicle.

The bedroom is at the rear of the Motorhome - the Double bed centered under a large window 
complete with luxury bedspread and scatter cushions, there is enough room for a Queen size
or 2 Single beds if preferred as an option.
The large windows open up the interior and fill it with natural light, creating a very welcoming 
space. On each side of the bed are night stands with self locking drawers below and half
wardrobes above with deep overhead cupboards between.
The bed is on modified gas assisted struts to let you easily access the vast under-bed storage,
this storage area is also accessible through the innovative outside remote locking storage
drawer - it’s huge, convenient and totally functional and unique to Wirraway. In the bedroom there 
is also a 12V DC power point for your phone and 240V for everything else. 
A roof mounted reverse cycle air conditioner complements the interior comfort. A diesel ducted 
heating system is an option - but being fully insulated, additional heating may not be required.

The private bathroom is serviced from a 118lt filtered and monitored tank and is located between 
the bedroom and lounge - offering separate Dometic vacuum flush cassette toilet, full size
fibreglass shower cubicle, vanity mirror, basin and cabinet there are flick mixer taps throughout.
There is also a fan vented roof hatch and an opening window to add air and natural light to the 
very functional space, a welcome find in the bathroom are two large polished towel rails and
hanging hooks.

Throughout the Wirraway Motorhome all fittings and fixtures are of exceptional quality, expected
in a luxury apartment - not usually found in a leisure vehicle.

The Wirraway’s EC325 Power Supply Unit is innovative and among the most advanced, yet simple
to operate. It has a digital control display with easy to operate selection, providing all electrical,
water management and battery voltage information. A fully automatic 25amp battery charger
manages all the batteries so you’ll never have to worry about flat batteries again.



The EC325 also has an inbuilt solar regulator, clock, internal and external temperature sensor and 
water tank filling function. The unit is an electronic microprocessor that allows you to totally
control motorhome lighting, appliances or accessories and to view or edit the onboard system 
information from the user-friendly control panel.

The inbuilt intelligence prevents overcharge or discharge of the motorhome or vehicle batteries, 
allows automatic filling and greater control of the water system, has a built in alarm clock / event 
timer to control equipment in your absence. With the addition of an optional plug-in remote control 
pack, the Power and Auxiliary functions can be operated by a key fob controller.

This digital system manages and monitors the following:

Motorhome Batteries - monitor for Voltage reading and battery condition, also has an automatic
 Low Voltage cutout that prevents potential battery damage
Motorhome Battery Current - Indicates Amperage being drawn from or
 charged into the motorhome battery from charger, generator or solar panels

Vehicle Low Voltage Protection – the unit displays a WARNING to indicate that the vehicle
 battery voltage is low,  ie; 10.9 volts or below. It will automatically switch over to the   
 motorhome batteries to prevent draining the vehicle battery.
Vehicle Battery - Voltage reading and battery condition are monitored

Fresh Water Tank - Water level monitoring with an alarm to indicate Full and Empty
Waste Water – monitored water levels for the waste water tank
Outdoor Ambient Temperature - Outdoor temperature is measured by the external
 temperature probe
Pump Selection - Shows the currently selected pump that will be operated by pressing
 the pump On / Off switch
Water Tank Fill button - Allows the pump to automatically fill the water tank
 from an external tank or supply.

Inbuilt Clock - and programmable alarm
Programmable timer – designed to allow you to turn the 12v power on or off without being in  
 attendance and allows you to automatically operate lights or other equipment to be turned  
 on or off at a predetermined time. Now your reverse cycle Air-conditioner or Diesel Heater  
 can be programmed to startup ahead of your return to your motorhome.

Other innovative and unique features of your Wirraway are the food grade water hose, electric
rewinding mechanism and the water monitoring management systems.
When in a caravan park you simply connect the mains water to the monitored 118lt filtered tank 
using the unique electric rewinding hose reel - simply pull out as much hose as you require and 
connect to the mains supply. At all times water pressure is maintained in the hose system which 
eliminates air locks and annoying coughing of air through all your taps. The other advantage is 
that when you electrically rewind the hose for storage, you don’t have any leaking water from your 
hose into your lockers, therefore bugs and foreign matter in your hose are completely eliminated. 

When you select the Water Fill switch inside the motorhome, the tank fills under governed mains 
pressure - it is as simple as pushing the “Fill” button:  > ON to fill > OFF to stop.
You can leave the mains connected or disconnect if you wish. When disconnected the 12V house 
water pump takes over, providing water throughout the motorhome and to the hot and cold
external shower / outdoor kitchen taps. The filler hose can also be fitted with a hand held trigger 
connection to conveniently put out a camp fire or wash your vehicle - this is not only convenient, 
but is an added safety feature to ensure clear window vision when driving you can even fill your 
friend’s water tank with any of your excess water.



It is difficult to adequately describe a Wirraway experience - you really have to see it for yourself.
Any Wirraway in standard form will satisfy most discerning buyers - and with your own
personalised options included - your Wirraway is as individual as its owners.

Incidentally, you have probably wondered why you don’t see many secondhand Wirraways
as almost all of our Wirraways are still owned by the original buyers. Some owners have traded up 
with us to a new Wirraway as their needs changed or as their budget allowed, and the resale value 
of their investment is a welcome surprise when trading up or selling. A Wirraway is truly a sound 
investment - not only in dollar value but in your lifestyle - offering independence, extreme comfort 
and long term reliability - wherever you may be!

All in all Wirraway Motorhomes are in a class of their own with technical and design innovations 
not available from other motorhome manufacturers. They are ergonomically designed using the 
best materials available - are compact, lightweight, extremely maneuverable and are driven on 
your normal car licence.

To the eye, many Wirraway innovations are not always visible - being technology based or
concealed features of function or design. These can only be experienced hands on.

With a policy of continual improvement, you may notice some differences in our photos or
layout, as each Wirraway includes the very latest proven technologies and unique features that we 
are able to provide our customers - such as the remote locking storage drawers, digital electronic 
management system, self locking & unlocking internal cabinets and drawers, opulent interiors,
full leather upholstery, solid Tasmanian Myrtle doors, and quality fittings throughout.
 
Wirraway build relationships with potential customers over time and see this as an important
investment in the future of our company as well as the customer. Most buyers spend considerable 
time and effort investigating and researching Motorhomes, and then find in Wirraway that
“something really special” they are looking for.

Wirraway Motorhomes are unashamedly built with two people in mind and to satisfy your
every need and desire. For information and pricing call Rob Tonkin to discuss how a Wirraway 
can change your lifestyle - offering you freedom, independence and a truly individual Motorhome 
experience.

Rob Tonkin is the designer and manufacturer of each Wirraway. He designs and builds his 
Motorhomes with your needs in mind, as a self confessed Motorhome addict with years of
experience, he is fastidious in his attention to detail - he’s also a qualified commercial pilot.
Rob travels extensively throughout Europe and America to always be up with the very latest
technologies and product innovations in the global motorhome industry. 
His Wirraway motorhomes are at the forefront of motorhomes world-wide!
They are the most innovative and technically advanced motorhomes available in Australia today!

With all Wirraway’s you get the security of the Mercedes 3 year 200,000 km warranty,
and a motorhome that can be driven on your normal car licence.

For more information contact our sales team
Wirraway Motorhomes, 6 Hynes Court, Mildura Vic 3500

Phone / Fax: (03) 50 230 230
E: wirraway@ncable.com.au - www.wirraway.com.au

ABN 96 058 880 792
Specifications are subject to change without notice.
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Before you arrange to visit Wirraway
you can take a “Virtual Reality Tour”
and step inside this exceptional Motorhome
on Wirraway’s website www.wirraway.com.au


